
Out here, you learn that to keep growing,
you have to keep changing.
Change how crops grow and
how farmers grow their business.
How grain moves to more markets across the globe. 
How we care for our land today and tomorrow.

CHS and the farmers, ranchers and cooperatives
we serve know all about change. 
Because together we’re changing agriculture.

FARM MARKETENERGY COMMUNITY

ON THE
FARM

CHS PROVIDES
ADVANTAGES
AT EVERY STEP
FARMERS AND RANCHERS OWN THE SYSTEM THEY COUNT ON, 
GIVING THEM POWER THROUGH COLLECTIVE STRENGTH.

We create connections that 
empower agriculture. As 
the largest farmer-owned 
cooperative in the U.S., CHS 
gives farmers and ranchers 
a greater voice and access 
to local expertise and 
global markets — all to 
strengthen their businesses 
and communities.

From fertilizer to harvest and everything in between, all 
decisions matter. That’s why we provide farmers with
integrated solutions that optimize crops at every stage.

THE CHS ADVANTAGE: Providing tools and tech so farmers can make smarter decisions that fuel stronger growing seasons.

ENHANCED EFFICIENCY FERTILIZERS

With increasing economic pressures, it’s critical for 
growers to maximize the efficiency of their crop 
nutrient investment. CHS takes pride in bringing 
innovative, science-based solutions that provide 
economic, agronomic and stewardship benefits.

WHAT
SEED: Seed performance is critical to a farm’s 
success. That’s why CHS agronomists work 
alongside farmers to understand needs and offer 
cutting-edge seed technology matched with 
optimal value to help reach profitability goals. 

CROP NUTRIENTS: CHS balances domestic 
crop nutrients manufacturing with global 
supply relationships and import capabilities 
to serve growers.

CROP PROTECTION: CHS helps growers get the 
most from their crop protection investment with 
proprietary, high-performance solutions.

WHY
Farmers have access to what they need, when 
they need it. CHS agronomists help farmers meet 
their goals and production needs while carefully 
considering local soil type, tillage practices and 
return on investment.

Learn more at chsinc.com

CHS and its farmer-owners are always 
changing. The world needs us to 
keep growing, so we’ll keep creating 
connections to empower agriculture. 

”Our family farm relies heavily on our local CHS co-op for both 
short- and long-term decision-making. Whether it’s grid sampling 
for fertilizer application, seed selection or anything in between, our 
farm depends on them for their knowledge and expertise.
Megan Hilpert
Cooperative owner, Browns Valley, South Dakota

Whether you’re running a combine, hauling goods, heating 
your home or filling up your car, everyone needs energy.

Find out how our high-quality 
energy products power farms 
and communities.

THE CHS ADVANTAGE: Powering everyone’s needs with premium diesel and lubricant products and a dependable supply of fuel and propane.

WHAT
PREMIUM DIESEL: CHS offers premium diesel 
products through its Cenex® brand that is 
powered to perform. It’s fueled by innovation to 
improve engine power, reduce downtime and 
maintenance costs and optimize performance in 
all diesel engines.

LUBRICANTS: Made for the toughest conditions, 
Cenex brand lubricants are engineered with 
quality ingredients to protect your engine, 
extend the life of equipment and reduce 
downtime. 

PROPANE: CHS is one of the largest propane 
wholesalers in the United States, with industry-
leading programs that help power operations 
while ensuring our customers and employees 
stay safe.

WHY
For more than eight decades, CHS has delivered
high-performing energy products and services.
But the greatest benefit is the local expertise
that comes with each energy solution so 
customers get the most reliable product for 
their operations.

COMMUNITY CONNECTION

All 1,400 Cenex® locations are locally owned and 
operated, providing communities across America 
with TOP-TIER™ gasoline and premium diesel fuels.
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Our grain marketing and processing expertise help farmers pinpoint 
markets with the most valuable opportunities for their crops.
With domestic processing and our vast network across
65 countries, we’re moving billions of bushels year-round.

THE CHS ADVANTAGE: Access to processing expertise and expansive market opportunities that make the most of every crop.

WHAT
MARKET: An extensive grain origination 
network links American farmers to world 
markets.

PROCESSING: CHS finds new ways to create 
demand for crops through value-added 
processing and customer connections. 

LOGISTICS: Navigating the weather, shifting 
market economies, fluctuating fuel, labor and 
port costs, CHS ensures the right grain gets to 
the right destination at the right time. 

WHY
Global grain trading is risky business. That’s 
why CHS experts work to analyze markets and 
trends to provide the best opportunities for 
our farmer-owners.

BY THE NUMBERS

2,000+
MILES OF PIPELINE THROUGHOUT THE U.S. AND CANADA

20MM
GALLONS OF LUBRICANTS PRODUCED EACH YEAR

5OY
EXPERIENCE AS A LEADING MARKETER OF RENEWABLE FUELS

PROVIDING A CRITICAL LINK BETWEEN
GRAIN FARMERS, ETHANOL MANUFACTURERS
AND BLENDERS OF BIOFUEL

Once farmers harvest their crops using the energy 
and fuel CHS provides, the work continues.

AROUND
THE WORLD

From across the world to across the street,
everything CHS does empowers rural communities.

EMPOWERING 
COMMUNITIES

CHS was created by farmers, for farmers.
To strengthen our communities and grow together.
To better care for our land and shape the future of agriculture.

THE CHS ADVANTAGE: Investing in programs that strengthen communities and develop future generations of ag leaders.

WHAT
CHS COMMUNITY GIVING: At CHS, we believe in 
the power of the cooperative spirit. Through CHS 
Community Giving, we strengthen hometown 
communities by supporting cooperatives 
with matching grants, providing funding for 
safety training and encouraging employees to 
volunteer.

CHS FOUNDATION: On behalf of the farmers and 
cooperatives that own CHS, the CHS Foundation 
is creating opportunities for more students to 
explore careers in agriculture.

WHY
CHS Stewardship investments make a noticeable 
difference by inspiring tomorrow’s leaders, 
enriching communities and empowering the  
ag industry for all those CHS serves. 

”Connecting data across the agricultural 
landscape benefits the whole supply chain. 
Our ultimate goal is to understand the whole 
picture to help producers find the best 
market opportunities.

Riley Buss
Data Engineer, CHS

”An investment in agricultural leaders and students isn’t just an 
investment in the future of agriculture but it’s an investment in the 
people that are going to be making decisions for all of us as they 
become leaders in the workplace and in their own careers.
Amelia Hayden
Agriculture Teacher, Osseo-Fairchild School District, Wisconsin
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CHS CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN A YEAR

”Investing in a quality fuel we know we can 
depend on helps us get the most out of 
our equipment. Thanks to our co-op, we 
don’t ever have to worry about running out 
of fuel, and we can use fuel contracts to 
manage price.

Scott Henry
Cooperative owner, Nevada, Iowa

ENERGY CONNECTION

CHS is committed to providing energy 
solutions and premium diesel and 

lubricants through its Cenex® brand 
that exceed industry standards so you 
can have less downtime and more time 

in the field.

FARMERS OWN EVERY STEP FROM 
THE CO-OP TO GLOBAL MARKETS
An extensive supply-chain network lets growers grow what they want and 
access to customers around the world.

17,000 
volunteer hours 

donated by 
employees

$1 MILLION
donated to support 

innovation
in post-secondary

ag education

225
scholarships for 

students pursuing
ag careers

8,000
youths learned
about safety

50
communities received 

grain bin safety 
equipment and 

training

$35,000 
donated to improve 
rural mental health- 

care training

$400,000  
donated to

food shelves

We meet your all your crop 
needs while exceeding your 
expectations. 

122MM
GALLONS OF PROPANE PRODUCED EACH YEAR


